Do you know what these white stripes are?

* A play of words in Albanian combining the meanings of "Recovery" and "Standing tall" again.

**R**ime **Këmbë**

Clocktower, Kruja

Print, Play, Learn!

For children 6-11 years old

Be careful! Don't cut off the white stripes :)

Follow carefully the green line

Know more about them.

Check the back page to know more about them.

Do you know what these white stripes are?

Know what white stripes are?

For children 6-11 years old.
This famous tower was built nearly a thousand years ago. From its top soldiers could watch foreign armies approaching Kruja from the valley and use fire torches to send messages to other fortresses nearby. The tower has withstood the test of time, but the November 2019 earthquake has weakened it.

You can help too with its restoration: tie it with bandages to fasten the stones together and so that they don’t fall off anymore. Good luck!

The Clock Tower in Krujë is being restored by CHwB Albania within the project “Emergency reinforcement intervention of the Clock Tower, Krujë”, with the support of Prince Claus Fund and Sweden, through CHwB Albania.

The walls of historic buildings have a long life because their stones are tightly connected to each other. But, from the earthquakes, the connection between the stones weakens. Therefore, our first job is to fasten the walls tightly together with bandages or belts.

Thus, stronger walls will help those who are damaged not to fall.